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Avanta wi l l  be p resent ing

Appointment Scheduler seminars

on January 22nd, 23rd, and 24th.

There will be morning and afternoon sessions,

beginning at 9:00am and 2:00pm. This seminar

will review appointment scheduler features

including initialization and setup, resource

organization, shortcuts, printing, and overall

operation. This seminar is designed to benefit

everyone f rom the f i rs t - t imer to the

experienced user.

To reserve your place, please call Alyson at

818-708-9700. Because of  the increased

demand and l im i ted space for  Avanta

seminars, we require a 24 hour cancellation

notice. Seminars f ill up quickly, so reserve

your seat now!

Seminar
News

Color Workstations -
Easier on the Eyes

If  you still use monochrome terminals with

your Avanta system, you’re missing out on the

benefits of  using color workstations or PC’s.

Their color screens make it much easier to

differentiate between certain fields and screens

in the Avanta system.

For example, the Appointment Scheduler uses

a combination of  up to 8 foreground and 8

background colors to help differentiate

between multiple appointment reasons and

locations. Using multiple colors makes it easy

to get an idea of  how your day is scheduled at

a glance.

The ledger screen also utilizes color by

displaying many of  its fields in various  colors.

For example, charges and debits display in

green, payments and credits in red, memos in

white, and transaction dates and dates of

service in blue. The place of  service, physician’s

initials, and insurance flags are displayed in

yellow. There are other color variations in the

Edit Posted Ledger Items screen as well as the

reference view screen, making it much easier

to analyze a patient’s ledger and identify

potential problems. In short, color screens are

nicer to read and easier on the eyes.

For more information about adding or

upgrading to color workstations, call Avanta

and ask for Chip at 818-708-9700.


